Rookie Corner - 300
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Across
1 Not nice, her playing
hard to get? (10)
6 Sketch of Saint
Christopher (4)
10 Spooner's dog
pooped in lady's case
(7)
11 Bad back starts to
lock up - given
doctor a try? (7)
12 Gladstone at
Hawarden, hiding
place in Wales (5)
13 Muddling around;
sign of UN in
disarray (9)
14 Standing close,
arguing in centre
circle (8)
15 What's got into top
order? (6)

18 Backing group of
Shakira or Pussy
Riot (6)
20 Cleansing ritual
works better when
undressed (8)
23 Recently acquired
players, wingers
from Lausanne City
( (9)
25 Places fair bet &
pays, regardless of
the odds (5)
26 Fix faulty lamp? It's
on, so not required
(7)
27 Victim of thumping
perhaps filled with
new spirit (7)
28 Mess about in old
boat on lake (4)
29 Doctor ran test
involving pee holes
(10)

Down
1 Minor cast acts in
Lion Queen (15)
2 Perhaps monarch
butterfly's half
lavender (9)
3 They pay others, but
no tips for her (7)
4 Quiet time - it's
beginning to get late
outside (8)

16 Catheter clobbered
with base of bedpan
elicits theatrical
jump (9)
17 Worker's pet
grievance unresolved
(5,3)
19 Biblical mount near
Warsaw - hot news!
Who should go? (6)
21 Trainee in large,
profitable enterprise
(7)

5 Partners admit
cavorting only in
underwear (6)

22 Sculpture standing
where river runs (6)

7 Leaves dim people
covered in it (5)

24 Why is petrol
escaping rapidly in
front part of car? (5)

8 A symptom of the
rash? (15)
9 Dirty ladder up
mildewed climbing
frames (6)

